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MongoDB Basics 

MongoDB is completely based on JavaScript, all JavaScript syntax and 

coding is accepted in MongoDB. 

a. Write a MongoDB query to create and drop 

database. 

Open “cmd” and type “mongo” and click enter. 

 

You can get list of all databases in mongoDB by following command. 

>show dbs; 

 

For creating database we have to use following command. 

 

>use itvoyagersDB 

In above command “use” keyword has been use to create database with 

name “itvoyagersDB”. 
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Note: If database is not present in mongoDB then “use” keyword will 

create new database, and if database is present then “use” keyword will 

switch us to that database. 

Just type db and click enter it will show you the current database i.e. 

itvoyagersDB. 

 

And now if we check the list of database using “show dbs”. We can see 

that our newly created database is not in the list. This is because we have 

to insert at least one data in our database. 

 

For that type following command. 

 

Once we created data now it’s time to insert it in our database. For that 

type following command. 

 

Now our data has been inserted in our database, type “show dbs” to 

check it. 
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Now to drop a database use following command. 

 

You can check database list with help of “show dbs;” command. 

 

b. Write a MongoDB query to create, display and 

drop collection. 

In SQL Databases like MySQL, Oracle, etc. we save tables in database but 

mongoDB in Non-SQL database here if we have to store data then we 

have to store it in {key : value} pair, and this is called as Collection, and 

the data which is stored in collections is called as document (like a row in 

table of SQL database). 

Create 

Now create database. 

 

To create collection type following commands. 

 

In above example  

db stands for database we are currently using. 

pages is name of collection and 
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insert is the process. 

To view collections use “show” command. 

 

We can create collection with following command as well 

 

Here create Collection method will create collection name “social” in 

database. And to insert items in “social” collection we can follow 

following commands. 

 

Display 

To display all data from collection we use find() method.  

 

and 

 

If we want to display this this is more readable format we can use 

following commands. 

 

We can also use pretty(). 

 

We don’t have to add “_id” key it will be added by default and it will be 

unique for every document. We can add our own “_id”. 

Drop 

To delete collection from database. 
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drop() will return true once it drop the collection. Now if we check 

collections in database we will find that “pages” collection has been 

dropped. 

 

c. Write a MongoDB query to insert, query, update 

and delete a document. 
Insert Query 
There are few methods for inserting data (document) in the collection. 

First method 

 
Here db is instance of database, itv is the collections and insert() helps 

to insert document in collection. Above command will create collection 

name itv in itvoyagersDB. 

We can also create document first and then insert it into collection, for 

this follow below steps. 
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As we know mongoDB is based on JavaScript so it accepts all JavaScript 

syntax and coding. 

The above variable subjects is nothing but the object in JavaScript so 

we can create this variable using “var” keyword as well, and it stores 

the values in key : value pair and this is nothing but the document in 

mongoDB. Now it’s time to insert subjects document in itvsubjects 

collection in database. 

 
Now check collections in database. 
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Here subjects is document in itvsubjects and itvsubjects is collection in 

database. 

We can also create object variable and insert data in it afterward just 

like JavaScript. 

 
Here info is empty object. Let’s enter elements in it. 

 
Here name and about are the key in info objects, type info and enter 

and it will display complete document (object). 

 
To enter this document in itvinfo collection type following command. 

 
Another way to create and insert Collection in database is to create 

collection first and then insert document in it. 

For this follow below commands. 

 
Here “mediaplatform” is the collection. 
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We can insert multiple documents in one collection at same time, this 

is nothing but inserting array of document in collection. 

 
To view data from editor collection. 

 

Queries 
Let’s create new collection named book. 
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To fetch all documents from collection we will use find() method we 

will use pretty() to make result readable. 

 
Retrieve using pretty(). 

 
 

findOne() method will return first document from the collection. 
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If we want to retrieve specific documents from collection we have to 

mention those in parameters of find() like shown below. 

 
Above command retrieves the documents from collection which has 

key:value pair of “class” : “FYIT”. Above query returned 2 documents 

but if we want to narrow it down to one we can pass more arguments 

in find(), as shown below. 

 
 

Now above query will retrieve only those document which has     

“class” : “FYIT” and “name” : “HTML”. 

 

If we want to retrieve documents which price is greater than 150, we 

will use following command. 
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Here “$gt” stands for Greater Than. 

 

If we want to retrieve documents which price is greater than or equal 

to 150, we will use following command. 

 
Here “$gte” stands for Greater Than or equal. 

 

If we want to retrieve book documents which price is less than 150, we 

will use following command. 
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Here “$lt” stands for Less Than. 

 

If we want to retrieve book documents which price is Less than or 

Equal to 150, we will use following command. 

 
Here “$lte” stands for Less Than or Equal to. 

 

If we want to retrieve book documents which price is not equal to 150, 

we will use following command. 
 

 
Here “$ne” stands for Not Equal to. 
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If we want select those document which has “name” equal to “Java” 

OR “HTML”. 

 
Above query will return those documents which has “name” equal to 

“Java” OR “HTML”. Now if we want to make our output more readable 

we will use pretty(). 

 
 

If we want to retrieve the “name” values from documents where 

“class”: “FYIT” than we have to pass another argument in find(), which 

will only display “name” values. 

 
 

In “name”:1, “name” refers to key and if we set it to 1 that means we 

want to retrieve “name” values, but we can see that mongoDB will also 

returns “_id” values as well and to eliminate that we add “_id” : 0 with 

“name” : 1. 
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And this states that display only “name” values and if we want to 

display “price” as well with “name” then we will add “price” : 1. 

 

Note: Please remember that 1 will act like flag if it is 1 then it says that 

the element will we be displayed and if it 0 then element will not be 

displayed. 

 

Let’s display all the records using find(). 

 
 

If we want to view first 3 documents from result set, we will use limit().  

 
 

If we don’t want to view first 2 documents from result set, we will use 

skip().  
 

 
 

Update document 
 

Let’s display all the data. 

 
If we want to update the price of HTML book, we can use the following 

commands.  
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Update method will accept the condition in first parameter and in 

second parameter it will accept the key and its updated value, $set is 

use to set updated value in document. 

Let’s try to update multiple documents at the same time, so we are 

going to update the price of SYIT books. 

 

 
We can see that our command updated only one document, this is 

because update() method will update the first document which 

satisfies the above given condition. So if we want to update both the 

records then we must use another parameter of update(). 

 
Here multi : true says that it will change all the documents which 

satisfies the above given condition. 

 

There is one more method to update the document i.e. by using save(). 
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First let’s create new collection and this time we are assigning values 

for “_id”. 

 
 

 
 

Now let’s try and update the course “name” for “_id:02” using save(). 

 
Save() will take the complete document ( we have to enter all the 

elements in this because if it finds the document with same “_id” then 

it will replace it)  as argument and it will matches the “_id” in all 

documents and if it finds a match then it will update (replace) that 

document, and if it did not get any match then it will act as an insert 

command and will insert document in collection. 

 
 

 
 

Delete Document 
 

To delete document we use remove(). Suppose we want to remove the 

“HTML” book we have to use following command. 
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In above example we have pass the condition in remove() on bases of 

which remove() will delete the document. 

 

If we want to delete multiple document at the same time we can use 

following command. 

 
But if we want to delete only one document but more then on 

documents are satisfying the condition, then we have to use another 

parameter of remove(). 

 

 

For this demonstration we have created new book table. 

 

 
 

Form this book collection we want to delete only first “SYIT” 

document. For this we will use following command. 
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In second argument we have to set 1, which state that only one 

document is to be deleted. 
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